Résumé de l'intervention
What does it take to make Open the default for French and European research?

Vanessa Proudman will open the conference addressing SPARC Europe's 10 pre-requisites for helping ensure that open and FAIR access to French and European research becomes the default calling on good practices from the Open community.

Biographie
Vanessa has been an information manager for over 20 years with a thirst for getting things done. She has both driven and followed international digital library developments for almost 15 years. Vanessa has worked with university libraries, foundations and research institutions from over 10 countries on research support, open access, open science and cultural heritage. She brings in her experience to SPARC Europe and to her European academic library consultancy Proud2Know.

Her focus is on driving innovation in Open Science, incl. Open Access, amongst funders and academic institutions and their libraries, following and meeting the changing needs of the academic community. She thrives on turning ideas into concrete results by connecting with people, using organisational and analytical skills, and creativity.

She focuses on stimulating more efficient and sustainable progress by facilitating knowledge exchange, utilising networks and by exploring new partnerships. This helps us do the things that we wouldn’t dare to or couldn’t dream of doing alone, and above all sharpens our ideas and brings about more creative solutions to our problems.